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When companies like Sturm Ruger & Co. and Herbalife announce plans for local factories, there
are ripples well beyond the immediate investments and jobs. Perhaps one of the foremost is how
they bolster confidence among other local businesses that, sensing opportunity, are willing to
invest themselves.
Consider Stonevillebased TigerTek Industrial Services, an equipment repair company that
celebrates its 30th anniversary next month and is investing hundreds of thousands of dollars in
sophisticated test equipment while also looking to immediately add four new positions to its
existing staff of 42.
Peter Mitchell, company president, said he has not yet had contact with Ruger (NYSE: RGR), but
fully expects that the gun maker will need TigerTek's repair services for everything from electric
and servo motors to gearboxes, pumps and blowers. Ruger's plans come on top of investments by
nutritional products company Herbalife Ltd. (NYSE: HLF), which is upfitting the former Dell plant
in WinstonSalem and plans to add 500 jobs by next year. Mitchell also pointed to Caterpillar
Inc. (NYSE: CAT), whose WinstonSalem plant employs 370 people and is expected to reach 500
fulltime jobs. The Ruger facility, which is about 10 miles from TigerTek's plant, is expected to be
up and running by January 2014.
“They are sophisticated companies that expect to get sophisticated repair from local companies,”
Mitchell said. “We are having to invest to meet those needs.”
And TigerTek isn't the only company looking to benefit from Ruger, in particular. Mark Wells,
executive director of the Rockingham County Business and Technology Center, said TigerTek is
one of at least four companies he's heard from pursuing opportunities with Ruger, whose $26
million gun factory is slated to add 473 jobs at a former Unifi plant in Mayodan by the end of
2017.
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“They see the opportunity and they are going after it,” Wells said.
He’s expecting the calls to continue not only with local suppliers but also new companies that
might want to relocate to the area and be in close proximity to the gun maker.
“I’ve been doing this job for eight years now and this is the biggest (local economic development
win) I remember,” Wells said.
Wells also said he expects to see some potential opportunity for plastics companies in Rockingham
County that could potentially provide polymer handles for the Ruger guns.
“We’ve got a lot of plastics companies in the county,” Wells said. “I’d really like to see if Ruger is
interested in recycled plastics.”
Any potential business from Ruger will only add to growth for TigerTek, which was founded in
1983 and operates from a 30,000squarefoot facility in Stoneville.
Mitchell declined to provide revenues, but said the company is "definitely seeing a resurgence. It’s
slow and steady. It’s not a rocket ride yet.”
In order to grow, TigerTek took delivery about 30 days ago of a 600 horsepower Dynamometer
piece of test equipment and the company expects to take delivery in the third quarter of a 750
KVA Test Panel. Mitchell didn’t have exact figures but said that collectively the company has
invested “hundreds of thousands of dollars” in the equipment.
He also said three servo motor repair technician positions are open in the company’s servo motor
department, which provides highly sophisticated and complicated repairs for customers across the
country. The requirements for those jobs include an associate degree in electronics or military
electronics training.
The remaining position is for a CNC machinist who is needed in the company’s industrial repair
services department that serves the Triad and southern Virginia. That job requires an associate
degree in machining or military machining training.
Katie Arcieri covers manufacturing, transportation/logistics, aviation, textiles, tobacco
and furniture. Contact her at (336) 3702913.
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